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Oh Vir, What Can the Matter Be?

goodtimes.ndtv.com

Vir Sanghvi noted that ‘w hile gathering new s,

journalists talk to a w ide variety of  sources from all

w alks of life’ and ‘are generally polite’ to elicit

information.

We, like every other news organization in India

apparently, have been discussing the finer points of the

tapes released late last week of purported

conversations between high-powered Indian lobbyist

Niira Radia and Indian journalists, including Hindustan

Times columnist and television presenter Vir Sanghvi.

Unlike some Indian media outlets, we’ve been reporting

on this controversy in both print and online. We thought

we’d take a further opportunity to look in detail at the

conversations between Mr. Sanghvi and Ms. Radia, his

“Counterpoint” column that followed, and Mr. Sanghvi’s

statement from Thursday, in which he denied trying to

influence anyone in government on Ms. Radia’s request.

Here’s our “point” and “counterpoint” analysis of what’s on the tapes.

THE AMBANIS

The Tape: In one of the tapes, Mr. Sanghvi is talking to Ms. Radia about the high-profile dispute between

brothers Mukesh and Anil Ambani over gas pricing that was decided by the Supreme Court earlier this year.

In a conversation recorded June 20, 2009, Mr. Sanghvi suggests to Ms. Radia that Mukesh Ambani, whom

she represents, work on a rehearsed script in advance and then stick to it when he appears before the

cameras in an interview with Mr. Sanghvi. “It has to be fully scripted,” he tells her and offers to rehearse with

him.

At other points, Mr. Sanghvi says to Ms. Radia: “What kind of story do you want?” and “That message we

will get across, but what other points do we need to make?” and “So, what point do you want me to make.”

He also tells her that his column “can’t seem too slanted.”

Point: This could be seen an unsavory example of a supposedly independent journalist handing the wheel

of a widely read, upcoming column to one side in a dispute he is writing about.

The scripting of a television interview (which appears to be related to the material he will put in the print

column) also could be read as offering far too favorable treatment for a major industrialist who is a public

figure when the audience might think that the interview is spontaneous.

When a columnist is asking a lobbyist “What kind of story do you want?” he might have a hard time

convincing the public that he is on their side, not hers. And saying the column can’t seem “too slanted”

could be read as an acknowledgement that it will be slanted, but in a concealed way that is not made

obvious to readers.

Counterpoint: You could also argue that journalists say a lot of things to encourage people to put across
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their point of view and to make them think that they are in their camp but that doesn’t mean that they are.

Also, Mr. Sanghvi could be heard making arguments in their chat that Ms. Radia doesn’t propose – and

doesn’t appear to agree with entirely.

Guests for interview shows are frequently given at least outlines of the topics they will be expected to

discuss; is a rehearsal substantively different? Nor does it appear that the interview ever took place.

You could say that the proof of Mr. Sanghvi’s willingness to do Ms. Radia’s bidding should come only from

the column that resulted. In the column, Mr. Sanghvi recounts the battles fought by Dhirubhai Ambani, the

Ambani brothers’ father, and sees signs of history repeating itself in their feud. Overall, he sounds rather fed

up with the whole Ambani saga and concludes with this message to politicians: “Just do the jobs we

elected you to do.” The column does not appear to be slanted toward Mukesh Ambani as Ms. Radia might

have hoped.

What Mr. Sanghvi says: “I had asked Ms. Radia to explain the position of her client, Mukesh Ambani.

And I also asked Anil Ambani’s side for its views.” He notes in his statement that he wrote in the column

that he had lunched with “My friend, Tony Jesudasan, who represents Anil” and heard Anil’s case, and then

had talked to Ms. Radia for Mukesh’s case. He said Ms. Radia “gave me the other side which frankly

seemed just as convincing to my inexpert ears.”

A. RAJA

The tape: Mr. Sanghvi and Ms. Radia have another talk recorded May 22, 2009, following the United

Progressive Alliance’s victory in the general election, which put the Congress party-led coalition back in

power for another term. In the conversation, Ms. Radia tells Mr. Sanghvi that Congress interlocutors are not

talking to the right representatives of the DMK, a Tamil Nadu-based political party that is part of the

Congress-led alliance. Much of their conversation concerns the intricacies of the DMK’s power structure but

the name A. Raja does appear a few times. Mr. Raja is a senior leader in the DMK. He was the

telecommunications minister who recently resigned over a scandal involving the allocation of telecom

spectrum in 2008 that deprived the government of as much as $40 billion in license fees, according to the

Comptroller and Auditor General.

Point: Mr. Sanghvi appears to be offering to act as a go-between for the DMK, represented by Ms. Radia,

and the Congress party. “I don’t know whether you are in the position to get through to anyone at

Congress,” Ms. Radia says. “I was supposed to meet Sonia today,” Mr. Sanghvi responds, an apparent

reference to Congress President Sonia Gandhi. “But I’ve been stuck here. So, now it’s becoming tomorrow.

I’ve been meeting with Rahul, but tell me?”

That is an apparent reference to Ms. Gandhi’s son Rahul, also a senior party leader. At another point, Mr.

Sanghvi says, “I won’t get into Sonia in the short term, let me try and get through to Ahmed,” an apparent

reference to Ahmed Patel, political secretary to Ms. Gandhi.

This could be read as a clear offer by Mr. Sanghvi to act as a political go-between, a role journalists should

arguably shy away from as it could compromise their independence in reporting and writing.

In a follow-up conversation recorded May 23, 2009, Ms. Radia tells Mr. Sanghvi: “That was really great, you

know, you all, I mean it was exactly as you had said” which could suggest that she thought Mr. Sanghvi

has effectively interceded.

Counterpoint: You could also argue what’s the big deal about a journalist showing off his high-powered

contacts and his ability to reach the most important politicians in the country? Isn’t that a situation that

thousands of journalists would like to be in? Is that a reason to think any less of Mr. Sanghvi’s work as a

columnist where people expect to read a point of view? And shouldn’t the ability to have the country’s most

powerful people take your calls be an asset not a liability?

Nor is there any proof from the conversations that Mr. Sanghvi made the calls he said he would make. He
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says on his web site that he was asked by lots of people to do lots of things in the post-election period and

didn’t act on any of them. It also appears that Mr. Raja was going to be appointed telecom minister

regardless, with Ms. Radia saying in the second conversation: “They are saying okay, telecom is going to

Raja in any case.”

What Mr. Sanghvi says: “There is nothing at all in the transcripts to suggest that I lobbied for Mr. Raja.

The conversations recorded relate to the phase when there was an impasse between the DMK and

Congress. Ms. Radia called several journalists, including me, to ask us to convey a message to any

Congress leaders we met in the course of our work.”

He also noted that “while gathering new, journalists talk to a wide variety of sources from all walks of life”

and that “we are generally polite” to elicit information. He concludes: “I received many calls from different

sources during that period. In no case did I act on those requests as anybody in the government will know.”

Have you listened to the recordings? Do you think journalists were out of line or not? Let us know your

views in the Comments.
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